Dear Orange Class
I hope you are all well and still working hard at home! I know some of you have been finding it harder to keep up
with work as the time away from school has got longer and longer, but try and do at least a little bit every day and
keep practicing your reading, handwriting and times tables as much as you can. Keep checking to see new fun
activities on Purple Mash too!
I’m sure lots of you have found other activities that you enjoy and are good at while at home. Maybe you are doing
lots of art, growing plants or learning an instrument. I have been staying with my partner Charlotte and she has lots
of woodwind instruments that I got to try out on the weekend. The instruments in order of the photos are;
saxophone, clarinet, bass recorder, traditional Chinese flute and a Colombian flute. Some of them were very hard to
play! You have to use a lot of breath. My favourite was the saxophone, it makes a very cool sound!

Next week I will be seeing most of you in school. I cannot wait to see so many of you again! It will be very nice to be
back in Orange class again. Some things will be a bit different as I’m sure your parents have explained to you. You
will only be back with some members of your class but not everyone. Don’t worry, everyone has got a friend of
theirs in their pod! We will have to be really good and careful to make sure we are following all the rules.
I will be going into school this week to start preparing the classroom for those returning and preparing some nice
activities to do. Unfortunately, Gary the gecko will not be able to return, as he is having a lovely holiday with Natasza
and it is quite stressful for him to be moved, so we don’t want to move him just for a few weeks. But he sends his
love and maybe we can write some postcards to send him to let him know we miss him!
If you are not coming back next week, don’t worry. We will keep putting the home learning on the website so you
are doing the same work as the rest of the class, and we will look forward to seeing you again in September!
Have a fantastic week and I look forward to seeing some of you next week.
Lots of love,
Alice xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx

